So you always know what’s going on & have things to look forward to!

ENTS CALENDAR
While we hope that we would be able to throw some in-person events for you, we also have plenty of experience hosting online events and will adjust according to the current guidelines. Our ultimate goal is to have a good balance of Ents for those who love a party, and those who prefer a relaxed night e.g. in the pub.

EVENTS = WELFARE
While we hope that we would be able to throw some in-person events for you, we also have plenty of experience hosting online events and will adjust according to the current guidelines. Our ultimate goal is to have a good balance of Ents for those who love a party, and those who prefer a relaxed night e.g. in the pub.

WHY US:
We both have experience organising large scale events (budgeting, logistics, decorating), and are familiar with college admin & risk assessments. Aurelia organises socials for DCBC’s Camenae. Polina is currently the Events Officer for CU Womxn in Engineering Society.

WHO ARE WE?
We are two fun-loving second years and your current International Officers. Together we: organised 14 days of online events in International Fresher’s Week and recently hosted an online social involving 9 Colleges. Safe to say, we make a great team!

OUR PROPOSALS:

TAILORED ENTS
We want to increase the variety of events to be more inclusive to different tastes. We’ll plan creatively themed ents for the clubbers, pub goers & cultured kids (such as DDS monologue & comedy nights in the Butterfield, collabs with DCMS, open air cinema screenings and more!)

COVID-PROOF
So our ents are safe no matter the guidelines. We’ll set up a plan for in-person, socially distanced and online ents scenarios, making the best use of college spaces.
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TEAMING UP
Welfare, Gender Equalities, EMC... We want to join forces and bring you more exciting ents!

INvolving the REST OF COLLEGE
Have an idea for an event? What to help us plan or decorate? All are welcome to help with the fun side of College Ents!

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY ENTS
We want to make our Ents more sustainable and reduce our impact on the environment (eg. by recycling decorations, using biodegradable cups)

PHOTOGRAPHY
We second Yonina & Scarlett’s promise to bring a photographer to every event and maybe even set up a photo booth!
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